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Slowing The Markets Down
Why you have to change how you trade to avoid the 
day to day risk of trading.

What does it mean to slow the market down?

Slowing the markets down is a process for taking control over a bear market 
and volatility. Absolutely, volatility is a trader’s best friend, we love volatility if 
we learn to use it correctly. 

When we look at VIX it is meant to be the predictive aspect of the market. 
When we see it forecasting 2, 3, or even 4% swings in the market it tells us 
it’s time to take action on the volatility. You can choose to be a day trader 
during times like this and move with the markets but you have to be FAST 
and one slip of the finger you could miss the trade or worse, be too late and 
lose money. 

When you look at a chart like REV you’ll see plenty of opportunities to take 
small and quick gains. It’s a great way to trade, IF you have the stomach for 
it. 

Because we are using the data we get from my technical indicators we are 
able to predict the direction a stock will be moving and even how far it will 
move.

With this type of predictive power we can reduce the stress of trading and 
make it a profitable venture again.

If we were to get into REV on the left side of the chart, regardless of when 
that was it would be the ideal time to open a trade shorting the stock. We 
just have to remember that the markets will give support and try to hold 
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to stock up so we need to give the trade time to develop by moving our 
expiration further out depending on what the chart is telling us that could be 
just a month or it could be three months.

That is what I try to explain each day when I’m live. What I am seeing and 
why I pick the trades i do, that is why I am here.

Why Would You Slow Down the Market?

If we love volatility as traders why would we want to do anything at all to 
avoid it? 

Well, Volatility is not only good for making trades for a day or two. Volatility 
is the rate at which the price of a stock increases or decreases over a 
particular period of time. That period of time can be whatever you want (for 
the most part). 

So when we chose to move that time frame from today to an expiration a 
month or two out we can see something special happen. 

We may end up paying a few cents more for a premium a month or 
more out. That is okay. We are going to take on that extra risk so we can 
DRASTICALLY reduce out risk from other factors that control the market. 

We are exchanging unpredictable risk factors such as inflation, headlines, 
and big money traders, for a small increase in monetary risk that we can 
calculate before we decide to jump into a trade. 

Knowing that the technical Analysis, options activity, and most importantly 
the sentiment will be your guiding light in the market, you won’t feel the 
need to constantly check your trading account. You can sleep well at night 
and enjoy your day to day life without having to worry.

Knowing we are slowing the market down and letting it come to us. We 
don’t have to be scared and get out of a great position just because we see 
a little jump in the price that is going against our trade.

What Do You Use To Find The Trade? 

People tend to call me a ‘Technical Trader’, but what does that really mean? 
Technical trade analysis is a form of trading that uses indicators that will 
help to clean up the raw data to make it more useable to quantify what the 
markets are doing. 

Some of the more common Indicators that I use will be the 20-,50-, and 
200-day moving average. I like to use these because they give us a ton of 
information such as, the trends in the market (remember the trend is your 
friend), Market sentiment from the 20-day because this will move faster 
based on where people are trading, and even spikes in one direction or the 
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other when they cross over each other. 

I also like to look at the Bollinger Bands. These help us track volatility. We 
don’t always look for wide bands and high volatility. When the Bollinger 
Bands come together due to lack of volatility, this will often be followed by 
rapid moves following the trends we are seeing from the other indicators. 

There are plenty of other indicators we use to find the trade such as RSI, 
open option interest, and even historical performance the list of things to 
learn and tools of the trade to help you prosper in ANY market condition. 

What Other Options Do You Have? 

If you are going to chase this market, and I don’t just mean for a few minutes 
or an hour but if you’re going to consistently chase the market for multiple 
days you’re going to need to hang it up and sit in cash, you will never outrun 
a market. You’ll have to wait for the market to hit a
true bottom or you’ll need to dollar cost average to the bottom. Once a 
month just put a set amount in and let it ride. 

In today’s markets you’re ether going to trade within the day and, end every 
day in cash or you slow it down like I’ve done. Take the anxiety out of your 
trading and make it fun again. Be willing to reach over the table a bit and 
buy some time and space for your trade to stretch its legs and hit its stride. 

This system isn’t being developed as we go. It isn’t my first rodeo. We 
know how the markets react in times of certainty and uncertainty. This is 
the approach that will get us across the muddy waters with pockets full of 
green.

But you know what, when the markets move into another 
transitional period. It won’t be in a straight line. You’ll 
have trades that will work against you on one day and be 
working for you on the next. We are learning to slow the 
markets down now, because no matter what the market 
decides to do 6 months, 12 months, even 12 years, the 
data never lies the principals of trading have been the 
same for decades and I doubt that will ever change.

Chris Johnson
The Penny Hawk
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